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  Serviced Office Space UK

33 King St
Blackburn BB2 2DH

Easily network with others from surrounding areas – Blackburn Train Station is
conveniently located just an eight-minute walk away. From there, trains to Manchester
typically take around 50 minutes, providing seamless access to the bustling city. For
travellers, Manchester Airport is also easily reachable, situated approximately 49km
away. After a productive day, take the opportunity to unwind and recharge amidst the
natural beauty of the Lancashire hills with a leisurely scenic stroll. Alternatively, for
those seeking an active way to decompress, a nearby gym, merely 1.9km away, offers
the perfect setting to engage in a workout session. Whether you prefer to soak in the
tranquillity of nature or invigorate your senses with physical activity, the options for
relaxation and recreation are plentiful in the vicinity.
 
Revamp business strategy by delving into new plans within Blackburn-based office
space – King Court. With cleaning, utilities, and security expertly managed by the on-
site support team, allocate more time to focus on projects, meetings, and administrative
tasks in a dedicated office. Tailor workspace to align with business requirements,
curating an environment that authentically embodies brand identity, thereby making a
lasting impression on prospective partners and clients alike. Forge robust reputation
within target market as secure brand-new office space in Lancashire’s second-largest
town. Begin each day on the right note with a warm welcome from a friendly reception
team upon entering King Court. Then, seamlessly transition into work mode by
connecting to business-grade WiFi and diving into tasks. Fuel productivity with
revitalizing coffee from the communal kitchen before settling into an open-plan
coworking area. Here, the flexibility to choose between a dedicated desk or hot-desk
setup ensures working in a manner that best suits preferences.
 
transport links
Underground N/A
Train Station Blackburn
Road Link N/A
Airport Manchester Airport
 

Virtual Office

• Price : Â£69 pcm
• Min Price : Â£69 pcm
• Min Term : 24 mnths
• Max Term : 999 mnths


